
     

 

 

 

 

 

October 13, 2022 

 

Jeff Smith 

Executive Director of Teacher Certification 

Brad Clark 

General Counsel  

Oklahoma State Department of Education 

2500 North Lincoln Boulevard 

Oklahoma City, OK 73105 

 

Delivered via email:  Brad.Clark@sde.ok.gov and Jeff.Smith@sde.ok.gov 

 

Re: Complaint against Summer Boismier for Oklahoma State Board of Education to Summarily 

Suspend and Revoke Boismier’s Oklahoma Teaching Certificate  

 

Dear Sirs: 

 On August 31, 2022,  Ryan Walters, Secretary of Education, wrote the Oklahoma State 

Board of Education (State Board) to revoke the teaching certificate of Summer Boismier. It does 

not appear that the State Board has taken up the matter of Summer Boismier’s certificate or that 

the Oklahoma State Department of Education (OSDE) has initiated any investigation against 

Boismier in preparation of an application under O.S.A. § 210:1-5-6(d)(1) to present to the State 

Board, although her political use of the classroom and self-admitted violation of Oklahoma law is 

well documented. Consequently, Legal Overwatch for Parents’ School Rights, a nonprofit, 

public interest law firm, writing on behalf of parents and other community members of Norman 

Public School District, urges OSDE to immediately begin preparing an application to submit to 

the State Board for revocation of Boismier’s teaching certificate. Since Boismier has resigned from 

her teaching position with the Norman Public School District (District) as an act of political protest, 

the State Board’s revocation of her certificate is the only remaining remedy for the disruptive harm 

this teacher has caused the Norman community, and particularly to the Norman parent who filed 

the initial complaint with the Norman Public School District.  Boismier should not be allowed to 

accept another teaching position within Oklahoma for all of the reasons stated below.  

 

 Oklahoma law, 70 O.S. § 70-6-189 and O.S.A. § 210:1-5-6, establishes grounds for 

revocation of a teacher’s certificate that include a “willful violation of any rule of the Board or of 

any federal or state law or other proper cause.” Grounds for the revocation of Boismier’s teaching 

certificate include her willful violation of Oklahoma law, specifically the statutory provisions of 

70 O.S. § 70-24-157 (HB 1775), 21 O.S. §21-1021, 21 O.S. § 21-1040.76, and 25 O.S. §25-2002. 

More significantly, her willful insubordination constitutes proper cause in the use of her classroom 

for political activism that abused the privilege of government authority and credibility associated 

with the teaching certificate she was granted by the State of Oklahoma.  

mailto:Brad.Clark@sde.ok.gov
mailto:Jeff.Smith@sde.ok.gov
https://law.justia.com/citations.html
https://law.justia.com/citations.html
https://law.justia.com/citations.html
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A.    Boismier’s Insubordinate and Unlawful Conduct  

.    

 Boismier is currently certified by the State of Oklahoma to teach 5th to 12th grade English.  

She first received her certificate in March 2019. She was employed to teach English by Norman 

Public School. On the first day of school students, Norman High School students entered 

Boismier’s classroom and found a classroom prepared to be politically provoking. The books 

were covered with red papers with the challenge “books the government does not want you to 

read.” (Figure 1 below). She would later describe her classroom library to the Washington Post 

as “a physical manifestation of an HB 1775 violation.”1  She also posted a picture of a QR code 

which students could use to access banned books, which she tauntingly labeled “definitely don’t 

scan this!”2   

 With the red covered books as her background, Boismier launched into political speech, 

disparaging HB 1775 and “the bigots in our state government” with their “censorship, don’t let 

anyone tell you otherwise.”  She went on to say that “they say I’m an indoctrinator, well by the 

end of this year, you’ll believe lasagna is a sandwich.”  Her words were far from any academic 

lesson she had been hired and certified to teach. Her words were so politically charged and 

sufficiently biased that the student, who noted the above quotes, complained to her parents that 

she felt that Boismier had effectively called her a bigot and anyone who thinks like her was too. 

This is not the “instructions” the Norman School Board hired or that State School Board certified 

Boismier to provide.   

  
  

 
1 https://www.washingtonpost.com/nation/2022/08/25/oklahoma-teacher-resigns/ . 

2 Id.  

Figure 2 

Brooklyn Public Library  

Banned Books 

https://www.washingtonpost.com/nation/2022/08/25/oklahoma-teacher-resigns/
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 After her speech, Boismier then allowed, if not encouraged, students to download the QR 

code that provided students access to a “banned book” program being promoted by the Brooklyn  

Public Library sited in Brooklyn, New York.  Notwithstanding that she knew that some parents 

would protest their children’s access to some of these banned books, she defiantly facilitated their 

access. The student who was negatively affected by Boismier’s speech not only shared her 

discomfort regarding the political rhetoric but also shared the QR code with her parent, who, as 

Boismier predicted, objected to the link that took the user to very questionable books. Her mother 

used the QR and accessed the Banned Book program, where she encountered the book of the 

month, Gender Queer, a graphic novel depicting the author’s own sexual gender discovery from 

puberty. (See phone screen shot in Figure 2 above.) Gender Queer is one of the most banned books 

by public schools, protested by parents due to explicit drawings of sexual acts that comprised the 

author’s childhood. (See illustrations in Section B of this Complaint).   

  

 As the result of the teacher’s conduct that negatively affected her child, the parent 

complained to the school’s principal regarding the teachers’ hateful political rhetoric and students’ 

access to obscene material via the QR code. While the parent did not specifically link her complaint 

to HB 1775, the principal decided to treat the parents’ grievance as a complaint under HB 1775.  

This may be the reason news reporting focused on HB 1775 as the center of what is being made to 

be a political controversy that led Boismier to quit, allowing her to divert any reporting of her 

unprofessional political tantrum before students.   

 

 Early news reporting around the Administration’s response to the parent’s complaint 

confused whether she was fired or suspended. All these facts and what specifically occurred after 

the parent’s complaint would be discoverable as part of the investigation that the OSDE should 

conduct under O.S.A. § 210:1-5-6.  However, comments to news agencies from the District state 

that she was never suspended, but was admonished for “making personal, political statements 

during class time and using their classroom to make a political display expressing those opinions.”3  

She was then told she could return to the classroom the next day. Instead of returning though, she 

revealed her activist intent by using the occasion to exploit the media’s interest by resigning under 

great fanfare as a victim of HB 1775. She admitted to the Washington Post: “It was intended to 

send a message, and message received.”4  

  

 Boismier has used her classroom stunt as a launchpad for a media attack on HB 1775 and 

Oklahoma generally with articles in the Washington Post and reports on CNN,5 as well as other 

media outlets.  She promoted herself as a martyr to HB 1775 but promised her Twitter followers 

that she would not stop talking.6  She enjoyed becoming a media hero, being honored, for example, 

being named Teacher of the Game for the Thunders.7   It is clear that she does not want to conform 

her teaching to Oklahoma law.   

 
3 Id.  

4 Id. 
5 https://www.washingtonpost.com/nation/2022/08/25/oklahoma-teacher-resigns/ and 

https://www.cnn.com/2022/08/24/us/oklahoma-teacher-resigns-race-and-gender-law/index.html . 

6 https://twitter.com/msboismier_ela  

7 https://www.facebook.com/watch/?v=614481949506736  

https://www.washingtonpost.com/nation/2022/08/25/oklahoma-teacher-resigns/
https://www.cnn.com/2022/08/24/us/oklahoma-teacher-resigns-race-and-gender-law/index.html
https://twitter.com/msboismier_ela
https://www.facebook.com/watch/?v=614481949506736
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Her callousness toward students in her classroom and their parents in order to create the 

opportunity for declaring her martyrdom and her declaration that she would do it again constitutes 

proper cause for the revocation of her certificate: 

"I am a walking HB 1775 violation," said Boismier. "And one of the sticking 

points between myself and my previous district was I would do it again in 

a heartbeat. No regrets. Would do it again. Will do it again."8 

 

B.  Boismier’s Classroom Conduct Does Not Qualify for Free Speech Exemption,  

     But Is Disciplinable Insubordination Under the Law 

 

 The generic understanding of insubordination is a person’s "unwillingness to submit to 

authority."  In employment, the deliberate refusal by an employee to obey lawful and reasonable 

instructions of the employer constitutes insubordination. Essentially, it is a breach of contract 

when the employee challenges the employer in how to provide the services for which they were 

hired.  Clearly Boismier was insubordinate when she voiced her defiance against the authority of  

the State all while brandishing the authority of the State vested in public school teachers. 

Boismier’s political speech was used, not to instruct, but to influence her students for the purpose 

of achieving  the teacher’s individual agenda in defiance of HB 1775 and the current Oklahoma 

administration.  While taking a government paycheck, she encouraged students to access (i) books 

which would otherwise be prohibited for use in schools’ curriculum under a democratically 

enacted law; and (ii) obscene books as defined by criminal statutes, usurping parents’ authority 

to set content boundaries for their children. Her use of her government-paid-for classroom to 

instigate her own insurrection against Oklahoma law and her students’ parents is the epitome of 

insubordination and thus proper cause for revocation of Boismier’s teaching certificate.   

 

 It is well established law that when “public employees make statements pursuant to their 

official duties, the employees are not speaking as citizens for First Amendment purposes, and the 

Constitution does not insulate their communications from employer discipline.”  Evans-Marshall 

v. Board of Education of the Tipp City Exempted Village School District, 624 F.3d 332, 338 (6th 

 

8
https://okcfox.com/news/local/summer-boismier-norman-public-schools-critical-race-theory-brooklyn-

public-library-qr-code-house-bill-1775-oklahoma-teacher-resigned-education-books .  
 

https://okcfox.com/news/local/summer-boismier-norman-public-schools-critical-race-theory-brooklyn-public-library-qr-code-house-bill-1775-oklahoma-teacher-resigned-education-books
https://okcfox.com/news/local/summer-boismier-norman-public-schools-critical-race-theory-brooklyn-public-library-qr-code-house-bill-1775-oklahoma-teacher-resigned-education-books
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Cir. 2010), citing Connick v. Myers, 461 U. S. 138, 146-147 (1983). Courts have upheld teachers’ 

termination for such insubordination. In Mayer v. Monroe County Community School,474 F.3d 

477, (7th Cir. 2007), the Board refused to renew a teacher’s contract because she shared a personal 

story of her support of Iraq War protesters in response to a student’s question about the teacher’s 

personal experience. Compare this innocent moment to the uninvited political tirade of Boismier. 

The Administration properly admonished her for her political speech. A political activist that does 

not respect the boundary between the role of teacher and the role of individual activist citizen 

cannot be tolerated in the public school system.  

 

 As noted earlier, public school teachers are agents of the state and thus, the content of 

teachers’ speech is to align with the state’s educational mandate when they speak within their 

employment capacity. Parents should be able to expect that their children’s teachers fulfill 

curriculum directives when their children are left in the care of their schools. As the Court noted 

in Mayer: 

if indoctrination is likely, the power should be reposed in someone the 

people can vote out of office, rather than tenured teachers. At least the 

board's views can be debated openly, and the people may choose to elect 

persons committed to neutrality on contentious issues.  

 

On this basis, the Mayer Court explained its earlier ruling in Webster v. New Lenox School 

District No. 122, 917 F.2d 1004 (7th Cir. 1990): 

Ray Webster wanted to teach his social-studies class that the world is much 

younger than the four-billion-year age given in the textbook the class was 

using; he proposed that the pupils consider the possibility of divine creation 

as an alternative to the scientific understanding. We held that Webster did 

not have a constitutional right to introduce his own views on the subject but 

must stick to the prescribed curriculum—not only the prescribed subject 

matter, but also the prescribed perspective on that subject matter. 

Following Palmer v. Board of Education, 603 F.2d 1271 (7th Cir. 1979), 

we held in Webster that " those authorities charged by state law with 

curriculum development [may] require the obedience of subordinate 

employees, including the classroom teacher." 917 F.2d at 1007. 

 

 Finally, a consideration underlying these courts’ rulings is the fact that students are in the 

classroom because of compulsory attendance laws. Compulsory attendance is a distinguishing 

factor between religious establishment versus free religious exercise in legal review of school 

cases.  Political indoctrination, like religious indoctrination, does not belong in the public school 

classroom. Students are held captive by the public school system and cannot exercise the same 

free choice to leave as they could in the public marketplace of ideas. The student who was 

uncomfortable felt compelled to have to listen, after all Boismier was the teacher.  The Court in 

Mayer recognized that a teacher’s right to free speech in the classroom must give way to the lack 

of students’ right not to have to listen:  

 

https://supreme.justia.com/us/461/138/
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Beyond the fact that teachers hire out their own speech and must provide 

the service for which employers are willing to pay . . .  is the fact that the 

pupils are a captive audience.  Education is compulsory, and children must 

attend public schools unless their parents are willing to incur the cost of 

private education or the considerable time commitment of home schooling.  

Children who attend school because they must ought not be subject to 

teachers' idiosyncratic perspectives.   

Id., at 479 (emphasis added).   

 

 There is no question that Boismier was using her public school classroom as a pulpit to 

preach her own personal activism to a captive audience of students required by law to be there.  

She intended to recruit students to defy HB 1775. Where parents are required through taxes to 

pay for public education and send their children to public schools when other alternatives may 

not be economically available to them, parents deserve to know they can trust their public school 

district to keep their children secure from activists like Boismier they believe are harmful. Parents 

campaigned, lobbied and supported passage of HB 1775 because they rejected the principles 

identified in HB 1775. It is not up to teachers to upset the democratic process and unilaterally 

determine what version of history should be taught.  As stated in Mayer and Webster and deserves 

to be repeated here: “those authorities charged by state law with curriculum development [may] 

require the obedience of subordinate employees, including the classroom teacher." Id.    

 

 Boismier’s political speech to her captive students in their own classroom during 

compulsory school hours and her encouragement that students scan the QR she posted in her 

classroom was more than just teaching her idiosyncratic perspectives.  It was an act of defiance 

that constituted insubordination and her own classroom insurrection against state law and parents’ 

codified rights (see Section C of this Complaint below). Since her resignation, Boismier confirmed 

in news media that she would do it again. Her pronouncement that she would continue her 

insubordinate behavior as a teacher cannot be allowed to be repeated with other captive students 

across the state.  While she is currently voluntarily unemployed and cannot be terminated, she 

should also not be hirable by another unsuspecting Oklahoma school district. Her insubordination 

and defiance of the law justifies revocation of her certificate. 

 

C.  Boismier’s Rant Against HB 1775 Constitutes Violation of  70 O.S. § 70-24-157  

 

 The Mayer Court concluded its opinion with the simple holding:  

 

It is enough to hold that the first amendment does not entitle primary and 

secondary teachers, when conducting the education of captive audiences, to 

cover topics, or advocate viewpoints, that depart from the curriculum 

adopted by the school system.   

 

 

https://law.justia.com/citations.html
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Id., at 480 (emphasis added).  Boismier might decry HB 1775 as censorship, but as the cases cited 

above demonstrate, free speech is not an absolute right but subject to reasonable regulation, 

especially in education.  The law recognizes the uniqueness of speech rights within the government 

employment environment, particularly within the public classroom when the speaker is a teacher.  

Consequently, Boismier, when she applied for an Oklahoma teaching certificate so she could teach 

in the public school classroom in Norman understood this condition of her employment. Instead 

of accepting the tenets of HB 1775, she used her government teaching position to rail against its 

passage and to defy its restrictions on teaching Critical Race Theory (CRT)-oriented principles. 

She provided the tool students needed to assess CRT material. While she might not have been 

expressly instructing on any of the specific principles prohibited under HB 1775, her actions that 

morning gave them credibility. She intended to provoke students to explore them more for their 

truthfulness. This message underlaid all that she said and did before a classroom of impressionable 

teenagers.  She might as well as handed out the list of prohibited principles and told the students 

to study them. To rail against HB 1775 as part of her lecture that day to her students is the same 

as having taught CRT ideas, which constitutes a violation of HB 1775.  

 

D.  Boismier’s Distribution of Obscenity to Minors Violates Criminal Statutes, 21 O.S. §21-

1021 and. § 21-1040.76 

 

 Boismier, by the distribution of the QR code, willfully, knowingly and defiantly gave her 

high school student’s access to  pornographic, obscene and material harmful to minors, in violation 

of criminal law under Article 21 of the Oklahoma Statutes, specifically the following statutes:  

 

(1) First Statutory Violation:   

  

 Oklahoma law, 21 O.S. §21-1021 A., makes it a criminal act for any persons who 

willfully and knowingly: 

3.  Writes, composes, stereotypes, prints, photographs, designs, copies, 

draws, engraves, paints, molds, cuts, or otherwise prepares, distributes, 

keeps for sale, knowingly downloads on a computer, or exhibits any 

obscene material or child pornography; or 

4.  Makes, prepares, cuts, sells, gives, loans, distributes, keeps for sale, 

or exhibits any disc, record, metal, plastic, or wax, wire or tape 

recording, or any type of obscene material or child pornography, 

 

Subsection F defines downloads to mean electronically transferring an electronic file from 

one computer or electronic media to another computer or electronic media.  Her action by 

distributing the QR code that facilitates such download constitutes distribution of obscene 

material.   
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For purposes of finding criminality under the above statutory provision, the following 

definitions apply: 

 

1.  "Obscene material" means and includes any representation, 

performance, depiction or description of sexual conduct, whether in any 

form or on any medium including still photographs, undeveloped 

photographs, motion pictures, undeveloped film, videotape, optical, 

magnetic or  solid-state storage, CD or DVD, or a purely photographic 

product or a reproduction of such product in any book, pamphlet, 

magazine, or other publication or electronic or photo-optical format, if 

said items contain the following elements:  

a. depictions or descriptions of sexual conduct which are 

patently offensive as found by the average person applying 

contemporary community standards,  

b. taken as a whole, have as the dominant theme an appeal to 

prurient interest in sex as found by the average person applying 

contemporary community standards, and  

c. a reasonable person would find the material or performance 

taken as a whole lacks serious literary, artistic, educational, 

political, or scientific purposes or value. 

    *** 

3.  "Sexual conduct" means and includes any of the following: 

a. acts of sexual intercourse including any intercourse which is 

normal or perverted, actual or simulated 

b. acts of deviate sexual conduct, including oral and anal sodomy, 

c.  acts of masturbation . . . 

(emphasis added) 

 

The types of sexual conduct described in paragraph 3 of this subsection are intended to 

include situations when, if appropriate to the type of conduct, the conduct is performed alone or 

between members of the same or opposite sex or between humans and animals in an act of 

apparent sexual stimulation or gratification. 

 

(2)  Second Statutory Provision:    

 

 21 OK Stat § 21-1040.76 makes it a criminal act for any persons, “including but not limited 

to any persons having custody control or supervision of any commercial establishment, who 

willfully and knowingly . . . [s]ell, furnish, present, distribute, allow to view, or otherwise 

disseminate to a minor, with or without consideration, any material which is harmful to minors. 

. . .” (emphasis added).    
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For purposes of the above provisions of the Oklahoma Statutes, 21 OK Stat § 21-1 

defines “harmful to minor” to mean: 

a. that quality of any description, exhibition, presentation or 

representation, in whatever form, of nudity, sexual conduct, sexual 

excitement, or sadomasochistic abuse when the material or performance, 

taken as a whole, has the following characteristics: 

(1) the average person eighteen (18) years of age or older 

applying contemporary community standards would find that the 

material or performance has a predominant tendency to appeal to 

a prurient interest in sex to minors, and 

(2) the average person eighteen (18) years of age or older 

applying contemporary community standards would find that the 

material or performance depicts or describes nudity, sexual 

conduct, sexual excitement or sadomasochistic abuse in a manner 

that is patently offensive to prevailing standards in the adult 

community with respect to what is suitable for minors, and 

(3) the material or performance lacks serious literary, scientific, 

medical, artistic, or political value for minors . . .  

(emphasis added). 

  

 As the result of distributing the QR code to minors, without the consent of their parents, 

Boismier effectuated the distribution of obscene material in violation of Oklahoma law.  The 

obscene material to which she gave students access include just a few of the following illustrations 

and/or passages from books available via the QR: 

• Gender Queer:  The book that the parent first accessed and caused her to complain 

with the school, which was being featured for the Teen Book Club for the month of 

September:  
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 Gender Queer meets the above definition of “obscene material,” and possibly even the 

definition of child pornography, also found in 21 O.S. §21-1021, which “means and includes any 

visual depiction . . . wherein a minor under the age of eighteen (18) years is engaged in any act 

with a person, other than his or her spouse, of sexual intercourse which is normal or perverted, in 

any act of anal sodomy. . .”   “Drawing” is expressly specified in 21 O.S. §21-1021, and so a 

graphic novel’s drawing of a minor performing a sexual act is arguably covered by the statute 

when a person, or commercial enterprise facilitates its distribution.  The author admits it is his own 

story of his adolescent gender discovery, and thus the graphic depictions involve a minor under 

the age of eighteen (18) years.  The graphic novel’s depictions fit the  unlawful acts under these 

definitions. 

 

 Likewise, facilitating distribution of Me and Earl and the Dying Girl by Jesse Andrews 

to students likely constitutes a criminal act under 21 OK Stat § 21-1040.76, that includes “a 

description in whatever form, of nudity, sexual conduct . . .” 
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 Lawn Boy, by Jonathan Evison, likewise includes multiple obscene descriptions, as 

can be found on page 19:  

 Not that it really matters, in fourth grade at a church youth group meeting 

out in the bushes, I touched Doug Goebbels dick, and he touched mine. In 

fact, there was even some mouths involved.  

On page 91: 

What if I told you I touched another guy’s dick? What if I told you I 

sucked it? I was ten years old, but it’s true. I put Doug Goebbels’ dick in 

my mouth. I was in fourth grade, it was no big deal. He sucked mine too. 

And you know what, it wasn’t terrible. 

Also on page 174:  

He talked about old times at the church but never mentioned our penises, 

or the fact that he never said ten words to me after our little foray in the 

bushes. Not a single reference to holding or tugging or sucking dicks. All I 

could think about while he was chatting me up, was his little salamander 

between my fourth-grade fingers, rapidly engorging with blood. 

On page 230:  

Why won’t you admit we sucked each other’s dicks? We shared a HERSHEY’s 

Bar, then you showed me your dick. The next thing I know it’s in my mouth. We 

sucked each other’s dicks and you’re pretending it didn’t happen. 

 

Finally, Ellen Hopkins, Crank:  
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 Distribution of these materials to minors constitutes a crime under Oklahoma law. The QR 

code was just a step in the distribution chain.  Boismier, by distribution of the QR code that she 

knew would facilitate distribution of pornographic and obscene material and material harmful to 

students, many of whose parents she also knew would not approve, was at most committing a 

criminal act or at least abetting a criminal act under Article 21 of the Oklahoma Statutes. 

 

D. Boismier’s Intentional Disregard of Parents’ Rights Violates 21 O.S. §21-1021  

 

 Boismier’s insubordination extended to a callous disregard of parents’ rights in what their 

children are being taught in the classroom.  The Parents’ Bill of Rights under 21 O.S. §21-1021 

expressly states that the State – which includes any state actor or agent such as a teacher – “SHALL 

NOT INFRINGE on the fundamental right of parents to direct the upbringing, education, health 

care and mental health of their children,” (emphasis added).  Encouraging students to defy the 

State and their parents is clearly an infringement on the rights of parents and their authority over 

their children.   

 

 In providing students access to explicit sexual material that Boismier knew their curiosity 

will cause them to seek out, and to purposely provoke them to seek it out is intended as a direct 

confrontation with parents to control access to the children’s minds. Woke activism in the 

classroom is by its ideology contrary to parents’ rights. Woke ideology seeks the breakdown of 

the nuclear family, specifically the parent and child relationship.9  Consequently, the OSDE should 

clarify in its application to revoke Boismier’s certificate that a teacher’s specific intent to violate 

the Parents’ Bill of Rights under 21 O.S. §21-1021 constitutes “a willful violation of law and other 

proper cause,” both grounds for revocation under 70 O.A. § 70-6-189 and  O.S.A. §§ 210:1-5-

6(b)(1) and (2).  Revocation of Boismier’s certificate will serve to deter further insubordination by 

other social activists with a teaching certificate.  Adherence to state goals of education by teachers 

whose concern is the academic excellence of their students is the key to changing the trajectory of 

what has been deteriorating academic performance.10 

 

E.  Witnesses to Boismier’s Conduct 

 

 Legal Overwatch is not submitting identities of any potential witnesses in this complaint 

out of respect for parents and students’ concern of being doxed after the broad left media coverage 

in favor of Boismier’s political stand. If testimony is needed for the hearing, the OSDE can 

consider what it can do to help mitigate public exposure of witnesses at that time.  Meanwhile, 

witnesses’ testimony is not needed for purposes of preparing the application. The material facts 

presented in this complaint can be verified through news reporting and social media postings. The 

coverage of the story was mostly of Boismier’s doing. She had used social media postings to garner 

sympathy of her situation that she alleged arose due to her standing up against HB 1775. Boismier 

 
9 Woke Ideology Harms Children, Say Parents, Therapists, AMAC Website (August 17, 2021) 

https://amac.us/woke-ideology-harms-children-say-parents-therapists/  
10 Academic Outcomes Vary in Oklahoma Schools, But Decline the Norm, OCPA, Ray Carter | November 3, 2021, 

https://www.ocpathink.org/post/academic-outcomes-vary-in-oklahoma-schools-but-decline-the-norm.  

https://law.justia.com/citations.html
https://amac.us/woke-ideology-harms-children-say-parents-therapists/
https://www.ocpathink.org/post/academic-outcomes-vary-in-oklahoma-schools-but-decline-the-norm
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arguably has made enough admissions against interest to demonstrate that there are no material 

facts in dispute relevant to establishing grounds for the revocation of her teaching certificate.  

  

 For all of the reasons stated hereinabove, Legal Overwatch is submitting this complaint for 

the prompt investigation by the OSDE into Summer Boismier’ insubordinate and legally violative 

conduct while teaching students captive to her classroom tirade during class hours.  Upon OSDE 

verifying the facts around her social activism displayed first in social media and then in the 

classroom, Legal Overwatch respectfully requests, on behalf of affected Normal Public School 

parents, that OSDE file an application with the State School Board for revocation of Boismier’s 

certificate as provided in 70 O.A. § 70-6-189 and  O.S.A. § 210:1-5-6. 

 

Respectfully submitted,  

 

 

Maria Mercedes Seidler 

Chief Counsel 

 

Cc:  State Board Members 

        Secretary Ryan Walters 

https://law.justia.com/citations.html

